
CDS 2.0 Style Guide
Burgermaster Lab

Color Palette

Mission Statement: The primary goal of this 
Clinical Decision Support (2.0) tool is to assist 
physicians  to conduct effective diet counseling 
in the primary care setting.

Target Audience: primary care physicians and 
patients



Burgermaster Lab presents an image of 
cutting-edge, scientific, and patient-centered. 
Our colors were carefully chosen to meet that 
theme.



The primary color blue (#OB447E) primarily used 
in the main navigation bar, call to action buttons, 
and small areas of highlight. The secondary 
colors, which are chosen to work well with the 
primary colors,  are majorly used in 
backgrounds, and background of icons, and 
highlighted texts.



The color palette for data visualization is used as 
color options in bar charts, donut chart, line 
chart and any components within the chart



The priority categorization colors are majorly 
used for defining the level of 
performance/severity of patient’s diet, activity, 
and lab results.
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Typeface
DISPLAY

Used for  very large heading

Muli H1/Black 41.05 px

PRIMARY

Used for main headings, section headings, navigation bar, lab results, and patients’ 
names

Muli H2/Extra Bold 32.44 px

Source Sans Pro H3/Bold 25.63 px

Source Sans Pro H4/Bold 20.25 px

Source Sans Pro P1/Semibold 16 px

Used for paragraphs, descriptions, and captions

SECONDARY

P1/Regular 16 pxSource Sans Pro
Source Sans Pro P2/Regular 12.64 px

Used for descriptions, and numbers

ACCENT

P2/Semibold 12.64 pxSource Sans Pro

Source Sans Pro P3/Regular 9.99 px

LINE HEIGHT

The line height is measured by dividing the font size 
by 0.79. 

For example, the font size is 25.63, the line height is 
25.63/0.79=32.4
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Symbols

The lined symbols are usually paired with a 
circular  background in dark blue (primary) or 
light blue (secondary) as descriptors or selectors.



Symbols in strong contrast colors are paired with 
circular white background as priority indicators. 

Muli and Source Sans Pro have a very clean look 
and feel that adds up a sense of professional yet 
comfort of reading. 

Buttons
PRIMARY ACTION BUTTON

Usage: confirm, save, and view 

Button Button

ButtonButton

Default

Hover

Inactive

Pressed

SECONDARY ACTION BUTTON

Usage: add, cancel, and discard  

Default Hover Pressed

TEXT BASED BUTTON

Default
button

Hover
button

CARD SELECTOR

Default

Activity

Pressed

Activity

Search

SEARCH

SELECTOR

TAG

Clear Filters

All Labs Diet Lifestyle

Primary action buttons are used in any screens 
that are usually just physician facing, such as 
setting, notes, etc.



Contrarily, using secondary action buttons in 
data visualization screens is beneficial as they 
require less real estate so that reduce distraction 
from the strong color buttons.
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